
Vedant   Public    School 
Isanpur, Ahmedabad.      

STD: 1
st
       F.A- II    List of Project  

 
 

Maths:  - Five examples of addition with pictures.  Number name from 51 to 100. 

S.S:   - Five Indoor games and five outdoor games (with pictures)  

Science:  - Five different uses of plants (with pictures)  

Hindi:   - �वर, �यंजन and कोई भी एक क�वता . 
Eng (T):  - Write five tens on ‘A sweet home’.  

Eng (G):  - Names of five animals , place, things and persons (with pictures)  

Guj:   -  �વર અને  �યજંન(�ચ�ો સાથે )  

Computer:  - Parts of computer (with Pictures) 

 

����Note :  The project will be submitted as per the time table.  (Time table is in the Diary)  

 

 

 

Vedant   Public    School 
      Isanpur, Ahmedabad.     
STD: 2

nd
        F.A- II    List of Project  

 
 

Maths:  - 1 to 10 tables, 1 to 100 even & odd , 1 to 100 Reverse no,  

  Any 10 2 digit addition.  

S.S:   - Our Neighbourhood , Services about (bank, Post office, 

   Market, Police station & Hospital)  

Science:  - Types of Houses  (with pictures)  

Hindi:  - वण�माला, मा�ाओ के साथ और any story in Hindi 
Eng (T):  - Paste the picture of Happy child and Write poem.  

Eng (G):  - Write Singular & Plural and Gender Male & Female (with pictures)  

Guj:   -  �વર, �યજંન અને બારાખડ� (�ચ�ો સાથે )  

Computer:  - Parts of computer (with Pictures)  

 
����Note :  The project will be submitted as per the time table.  (Time table is in the Diary)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Vedant   Public    School 
      Isanpur, Ahmedabad.     
 

STD: 3
rd

         F.A- II    List of Project  
 

Maths:  - Roman symbols 1 to 40 

S.S:   - Continents and ocean (Make a list & Paste ) 

Science:  - Difference between living and non living   

Hindi:   - वण�माला with मा�ा story of +च-ड़या  

Eng (T):  - Make a list of some , Hill station.  

Eng (G):  - List of Nouns and their definition with example. common noun, Proper noun, Countable 

  noun, uncountable noun  

Guj:   -  1 to 4 સમાનાથ
 , િવ�ુ�ાથ
 શ�દ લખો.  
Computer:  - Write types of computer  

 

 

����Note :  The project will be submitted as per the time table.  (Time table is in the Diary)  

 

 

 

 

Vedant   Public    School 
      Isanpur, Ahmedabad.     
STD: 4

th
       F.A- II    List of Project  

 

Maths:  - Write roman number from 1 to 50. 

S.S:   - The Himalaya  

  The Hill Station    

Science:  - Reproduction of animals and birds , life cycle of frog  

Hindi:   - Flowers name, Festival name, Animals name paste picture and write name.   

Eng (T):  - Make a list of scientist & their inventions 

Eng (G):  - Types of sentences with example  

Guj:   - 1 to 4 ના ��ો લખવા અને સમાનાથ
  અને િવ�ુ�ાથ
 શ�દો લખવા. 
Computer:  - Write the History of Computers  

 
����Note :  The project will be submitted as per the time table.  (Time table is in the Diary)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Vedant   Public    School 
      Isanpur, Ahmedabad.     
STD: 5

th
        F.A- II    List of Project  

 

Maths:  - Fractions from lesson no:9 

S.S:   - Write few lines about the hot deserts of the world.  

Science:  - Parts of plants  

Hindi:   - फल के नाम (5) , अनाज के नाम (5) स4जी के नाम (5) paste picture and write name.    

Eng (T):  - Write any two poem (that you like)  

Eng (G):  - Types of Sentences , Noun pronouns  

Guj:   -  કોઈ પણ પાચં કા#ય (સ&ચ') (unknown) 
Computer:  - Make algorithm and flow charts  

 
����Note :  The project will be submitted as per the time table.  (Time table is in the Diary)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vedant   Public    School 
      Isanpur, Ahmedabad.     
STD: 6

th
      F.A- II    List of Project  

 

Maths:  - Make square of 2 to 6. Make triangle of 3,6,10,15,21 , 

  Make Rectangle of no-6,12,14,15,18 

S.S:   - Source of History  

Science:  - Acid –all types of Acid  

Hindi:  - सभी पाठ के  श4दाथ� , महुावरे,कहावते ;लखो। 

Eng (T):  - Write any five poem (unknown)  

Eng (G):  - Composition (any 2) Uttarayan, Diwali, Holi, Rakshabandhan  

Guj:   -  આપણા ં.જુરાત મા ંજોવાલાયક પાચં ધાિમ3ક 4થળો સ&ચ' વણ6ન કરો.  

Computer:  - Draw and write components of computer  

Sanskrit:  -  Write any five slokas and learn by Hart  
����Note :  The project will be submitted as per the time table.  (Time table is in the Diary)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Vedant   Public    School 
      Isanpur, Ahmedabad.     
STD: 7

th
        F.A- II    List of Project  

 

Maths:  (1) Collect  information about Ramanujan  

  (2) Collect information about Paitha Gores  

  (3) Collect  information about Arya Bhatta   

S.S:   - Write about Harshvardhan  

Science:  - Plants (Parts Types of plants)   

Hindi:  - सभी पाठ के  श4दाथ� , महुावरे,कहावते ;लखो।  

Eng (T):  - Any story with picture description  
Eng (G):  - Present, Pst, P.P(any 70) verb, forms 

Guj:   -  આપણા ંગરવી .જુરાત િવષે વણ6ન  

Computer:  - Opening windows explorer changing view & CD burning draw the diagram. 

Sanskrit:  - Write any 30 words in Sanskrit in Give meaning in English  
����Note :  The project will be submitted as per the time table.  (Time table is in the Diary)  

 


